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Q.I) Answer the following in one sentence.
1)What are the factors affecting Industrial growth?
2)What do you mean by ownership?

3)What is the full form of MNC? 4)Define
private sector and public sector.
5)Why there is used for balanced regional development of industries.
Q. II) Fill in the blanks.
1) ____________ units produce goods for consumption.
2) The ownership partly owned by government and partly owned by private sector is
called ___________
3) ___________ industries required huge infrastructure, man-power & have influx of
capital asset.

4) The first indicator which depicts regional imbalance is ___________
5) ___________ plays an important role in correcting the regional imbalances and accelerating the
industrial growth.
6) The Industrial Learning policy Enquiry Committee was appointed under the chairmanship of
__________
7) __________ commission in India have used backwardness of a state as one of the criteria for the
transfer of funds from the Centre to the state.
8) The __________ committee constituted by the planning commission in 1968 was to evolve
criteria of identification of backward classes.
9) _________ technique reduce risk by allocating
financial instruments, industries and other categories.
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10) In the early stages of capitalist production __________ forms of integration appeared.

11) __________ diversification improve the profitability and the flexibility of the company.

12) __________werger are firm acquires either a consumer or a supplier.
13) __________ can bring better management or technical skill to bear on under used assets.
14) A __________ while
decisions simultaneously.
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15) Asper the government policies most of the government pursue the policy of
rapid ___________ of their states.
16) In determining the location of an industry, nearness to the source of ________ is
vital consideration.

17) The __________ areas is divided on the basis of natural regions or political boundaries.
18) Physical factors of geographical nature are related to _______, _______ climate, ________ etc.

19) A _________ unit and a ________ unit both want to produce a profitable product.
20) Most of the delay in cost of the perfect increases due to poor and _________
perfect planning.

21) To attain greater efficiency __________ among various public enterprises is necessary.
22) ___________ indicated that more than 21st of investment proposals in the post reform period mere
concentrated in the forward states.

23) Consumption of ________ per capita is an indicator of level of energy consumption.
24) To advice higher levels of human development it is necessary that investment in ________ and
________ infrastructure is to be increased.
25) The industrial policy statement of _________ placed and iron and steel in schedule A.
26) The __________ industry is one of our oldest and most firmly established major industries.
27) To sustain employment in rural areas and to improve the quality of life for
handloom weavers, ______ undertook to promote handloom.

28) A ___________ would be set up in the Small Industries Development Organisation which
would promote technology inputs.
29) ___________ Produce goods for consumption e.g. fertilizers, iron & steel, cement, tools etc.

